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Abstract

Planning languages have been used successfully in AI for several

decades. Recent trends in AI verification and Explainable AI have

raised the question of whether AI planning techniques can be veri-

fied. In this paper, we present a novel resource logic, the Proof Car-

rying Plans (PCP) logic that can be used to verify plans produced by

AI planners. The PCP logic takes inspiration from existing resource

logics (such as Linear logic and Separation logic) as well as Hoare

logic when it comes to modelling states and resource-aware plan

execution. It also capitalises on the Curry-Howard approach to log-

ics, in its treatment of plans as functions and plan pre- and post-

conditions as types. This paper presents two main results. From

the theoretical perspective, we show that the PCP logic is sound

relative to the standard possible world semantics used in AI plan-

ning. From the practical perspective, we present a complete Agda

formalisation of the PCP logic and of its soundness proof. More-

over, we showcase the Curry-Howard, or functional, value of this

implementation by supplementing it with the library that parses

AI plans into Agda’s proofs automatically. We provide evaluation

of this library and the resulting Agda functions.

Keywords: AI planning, Verification, Resource Logics, Theorem

Proving, Dependent Types.

CCS Concepts

• Theory of computation → Action semantics; Operational

semantics; Logic and verification; • Computing methodolo-

gies → Planning for deterministic actions; • Software and

its engineering → Formal software verification.
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1 Motivation

Planning is a research area within AI that studies automated gen-

eration of plans from symbolic domain and problem specifications.
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(define (problem blocksworld)

(:domain blocksworld)

(:objects a b)

(:init (onTable a)

(onTable b)

(clear a)

(clear b)

(handEmpty))

(:goal (and (on a b) (onTable b))))

Figure 1: “BlocksWorld” Planning Problem Description. Ini-
tial state: two blocks, a and b, are lying “clear” (i.e. unob-
structed) on a table, and a robot hand is empty. Goal state:
block a is on block b.

AI planners came into existence in the 1970s as an intersection be-

tween general problem solvers [11], situation calculus [28] and the-

orem proving [17]. One of the most popular early planners was the

Stanford Research Institute Problem Solver (STRIPS) [12] which

was created to address the problems faced by a robot in rearrang-

ing objects and in navigating.

In STRIPS, a planner is given a description of an initial state (of

the “world”) and a goal state. For example, Figure 1 defines the ini-

tial state that has blocks a and b on the table, and the goal state

– the blocks assembled in a stack. A solution to a planning prob-

lem is a sequence of actions, which is simply referred to as a plan.

For example, a solution to the planning problem of Figure 1 is the

following plan: pickup a from the table, then putdown a on b.

Many versions of planning languages were proposed, and the

Planning Domain and Definition Language (PDDL) [29] aimed to

standardise them. One notable design decision of PDDL is the split-

ting of the planning problem into domain and problem descriptions.

The domain description describes generally predicates and admis-

sible actions (as shown in Figure 2), while the problem description

defines specific initial and goal states (as shown in Figure 1).

PDDL has many extensions over regular STRIPS syntax with

the latest version supporting types, numerical functions, equality,

conditionals, concurrency, temporal planning and more. Among

applications are: reasoning about knowledge, belief and causality,

planning allocation of resources, modelling perception of the real

world, program synthesis and implementations of multi-agent sys-

tems [19, 48]. Many of these applications of planning are used in

real-world environments where the verification of plan correct-

ness is essential for successful and safe operation.

Verification and validation of AI planning languages [4] is a rich

field of research. One may verify domain models, planning algo-

rithms, or the produced plans.

http://arxiv.org/abs/2008.04165v2
https://doi.org/10.1145/3414080.3414094
https://doi.org/10.1145/3414080.3414094
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(define (domain blocksworld)

(:requirements :strips :equality)

(:predicates

(handEmpty)

(holding ?x)

(onTable ?x)

(on ?x ?y)

(clear ?x))

(:action pickup_from_table

:parameters

(?x)

:precondition

(and (handEmpty)

(onTable ?x)

(clear ?x))

:effect

(and (not (handEmpty))

(not (onTable ?x))

(holding ?x)))

(:action putdown_on_stack

:parameters

(?x ?y)

:precondition

(and

(not (= ?x ?y))

(holding ?x)

(clear ?y))

:effect

(and

(not (holding ?x))

(not (clear ?y))

(on ?x ?y)

(handEmpty))))

Figure 2: A fragment of PDDL “BlocksWorld” Domain.

Verifying domain models [27, 38] seeks to validate whether do-

main descriptions accurately capture (expert) knowledge about the

world. This can be done by performing test based verification of

input and output specifications to check the domain performs as

expected. Alternatively, some approaches ensure properties that

should hold across many domains such as enforcing that the ac-

tions cannot lead to an inconsistent state.

Formalisation of planning algorithms [1] has shown that even

well understood algorithms can produce incorrect plans. Modern

AI planners are complex software artefacts, and the existing at-

tempts [37, 43] to verify them only focused on certain aspects of

their implementation. Due to the complexity of planning problems,

many planners will opt for implementations where efficiency is the

primary concern which can further complicate the ability to for-

mally verify these algorithms. No mainstream planner has been

fully verified yet.

AI plan verification seeks to verify plans produced by planners

against some domain model. These tools check properties such as

precondition satisfaction, termination and goal satisfaction to en-

sure that a plan is valid. For example, PDDL has a validator [23]

that performs these checks and suggests repairs. This more prac-

tical and lightweight approach to verification is broadly in line

with other lightweight verification trends in the literature [13].

However, at the same time, it is rather disjoint from the growing

body of research into type-based verification [26, 32, 34] or resource

logics [6, 41] that offer more principled, formal and rigorous ap-

proaches, as well as richer languages for expressing the verifica-

tion properties.

In this paper, we are taking an attempt at bridging this gap be-

tween the AI planning and the programming language community.

We introduce a new formal system inspired by resource seman-

tics [36, 41], and by the Curry-Howard view on Separation logic

as given e.g. in [30, 40]. We call the resulting formalism the proof-

carrying plan logic (or PCP logic for short). It features: Hoare triples

to describe plans and states; the frame rule for local resource-aware

reasoning; and the Curry-Howard view on states as types, and

state transformations as functions. The latter feature ensures that

plans that we verify in our logic are also executable functions –

which completes the analogy with the “proof-carrying code” re-

search agenda [34].

This approach has several advantages over the existing plan ver-

ifiers. Firstly, the clear and intuitive formal semantics helps to clar-

ify the computational properties of AI plans. For example, condi-

tions are embedded into our rules that ensure the desired property

of state consistency is inherent in the logic; and structural rules of

the PCP logic help to clarify the role of constraints in PDDL and ex-

pose some latent properties of AI plans (see Section 4). As a result,

we were able to prove soundness of the PCP logic relative to the

possible world semantics as used in the AI planning community,

and fully formalise both the logic and the proof in Agda [20]. This

sets up new standards of rigour for AI plan verification that is not

present in existing planners.

Secondly, some benefits arise as a consequence of adopting a

higher level of abstraction. For example, the existing AI planning

verification approaches split into methods for domain and plan ver-

ification. This is potentially harmful, as verifying just one aspect

still leaves a gap for bugs and errors. The PCP logic does not sepa-

rate the problem of state consistency and validity of plan execution.

We envisage that the right level of abstraction will enable further

extensions to incorporate concurrency andmore sophisticated con-

straints on the states and the plans.

Finally, benefiting from the Curry-Howard approach, our Agda

code can be extracted as verified executable Haskell or byte code.

We will illustrate all of these concepts by means of an example.

1.1 Results of this paper by means of an

example

Figures 1, 2 show the original PDDL syntax for a planning domain

and a planning problem. PDDL will be able to automatically find

a plan that satisfies pre- and post-conditions shown in Figure 1. In

particular, it will find a plan

fab = ((pickup_from_table a) ; (putdown_on_stack a b)).
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Our goal is to formulate a proof system in which we can (semi-) au-

tomatically prove correctness of this plan, given the PDDL domain

description, the initial and the goal states.

Looking closer at the domain definition in Figure 2, we see it

declares first-order predicates, as well as actions that operate on

pre- and post-conditions. Ignoring temporarily the internal struc-

ture of pre- and post-conditions, we can see that the formalism

lends itself naturally to the syntax of Hoare triples [21]: {Pre} {
{Post} | action. This is our first key intuition. Somewhat differently

fromHoare logic, we see that the domain definition defines a set of

axioms that control actions. So, we will be talking about a certain

plan or action possible relative to a domain Γ. Thus, we will in fact

be working with judgements of the form:

Γ ⊢ {Pre} { {Post} | action

Let us now look closer at the structure of the pre- and post-

conditions. The domain specification (Figure 2) states them as

formulae of first-order logic (with negation and conjunction), but

the problem definition (Figure 1) uses lists of atomic propositional

formulae to describe initial and goal states. A simple way to

resolve this mismatch is to define Pre and Post to be states in

which each individual atomic formula is mapped to + or −,
depending on whether it is considered to be true or false in the

state. For example, {onTable a ↦→ +} is a state with one formula

map. This allows us to formalise the notions of negation, state and

(later) action on states.

Of course, we must not allow inconsistent states where a for-

mula is mapped to + and − simultaneously. To ensure this we

introduce a notion of a valid state where a state is valid if it is

consistent, i.e. contains no conflicting formula maps. For exam-

ple {(onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +)} is a valid state but

{(onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ −)} is not.
States are not necessarily propositional and in particular

Figure 2 implies first-order language in the domain definitions.

Therefore, we will assume that all {Pre} { {Post} | action in Γ

are implicitly universally quantified as follows: ∀G.{Pre(G)} {
{Post (G)} | action(G).

One final caveat exists. If we look closer at the domain descrip-

tion of Figure 2, we will notice that it uses an inequality constraint

G ≠ ~ that is not declared as a domain predicate. We will follow

the resource logics tradition [5, 40] and separate state descriptions

from constraints on states. That is, we further refine domain de-

scriptions to have the syntax q ; {Pre} { {Post} | action, where q
defines constraints on states. For technical reasons, we formalise

q to be a list (rather than a conjunction) of constraints, and we use

equality (=) and inequality (≠) constraints instead of using nega-

tion explicitly. Figure 3 defines the context ΓBW thatmatches PDDL

domain description of Figure 2 in this new language.

It now remains to formulate the rules for the PCP logic. They

are very simple: we need a rule “ApplyAction” to be able to choose

specific action definitions from the context, we need a rule that

composes the actions, similar to the composition rule of Hoare

logic [21], and we need a frame rule [9, 18] to have local reasoning

on states. Additionally, the system has two structural rules, weak-

ening and shrink. We show that the rules are sound relative to the

possible world semantics of PDDL, and we formalise the PCP logic

and the soundness proof in Agda [20].

[];




handempty ↦→ +
∗ onTable G ↦→ +
∗ clear G ↦→ +




{




handEmpty ↦→ −
∗ onTable G ↦→ −
∗ holding G ↦→ +
∗ clear G ↦→ +




| U1 G

where U1 ≡ pickup_from_table

[G ≠ ~];

{
holding G ↦→ +
∗ clear ~ ↦→ +

}
{




holding G ↦→ −
∗ clear ~ ↦→ −
∗ on G ~ ↦→ +

∗ handEmpty ↦→ +




| U2 G ~

where U2 ≡ putdown_on_stack

Figure 3: Context ΓBW that defines BlocksWorld PDDL do-

main of Figure 2.

To make use of this Agda library, we can compile the domain

and problem definitions from PDDL directly toAgda code.We then

can prove in Agda correctness of the PDDL plans. For example, we

can prove that, given %ab ≡ {(onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable b ↦→
+) ∗ (clear a ↦→ +) ∗ (clear b ↦→ +) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→ +)}
and &ab ≡ {(on a b ↦→ +) ∗ (on Table b ↦→ +)} as in Figure 2,

ΓBW ⊢ %ab { &ab | 5ab , i.e. we can certify that the plan 5ab is

indeed valid.

Finally, we can take advantage of the Curry-Howard interpreta-

tion of ΓBW ⊢ %ab { &ab | 5ab , as “function 5ab has type %ab {

&ab” and actually execute 5ab as a function. We define an action

handler, an auxiliary function that executes plans on states. It will

apply the plan 5ab to the initial state %ab to obtain the goal state

&ab as a function output. Moreover, we can extract this code to

Haskell or binary files, the latter can be deployed directly on robots,

with the advantage of carrying the correctness proof!We show the

extracted code for this example and several additional examples

in [20].

1.2 The Paper Structure

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces the PCP logic,

proving formally some basic results concerning the ordering and

basic operations on states. Section 3 establishes the soundness of

the PCP logic and also defines the notion of action handler. Sec-

tion 4 describes the implementation [20], evaluates it on several

benchmark PDDL domains, and discusses the practical value of us-

ing dependent types for implementation of verified plans. Section 5

concludes, and discusses related and future work.

2 The PCP Logic

This section defines the syntax, ordering (subtyping) relation on

states, and the rules of the PCP logic.

2.1 Syntax of the PCP logic

We define the PCP syntax in Figure 4.

First-order formulas and constraints. Let ' be a set of pred-

icate symbols {', '1, '2, ...} with arities, - be a set of variables

{G, G1, G2, ...}, and � be a set of constants {2, 21, 22, ...}. Figure 4 de-
fines a term as either a variable or a constant. An atomic formula (or

Atom) is given by a predicate applied to a finite list of terms. For

example, the atomic formula onTable a consists of the predicate

onTable applied to a constant a. This defines the pure first-order
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part of our logic. We also distinguish two specific kinds of atomic

formulae that feature equality and inequality as predicate symbols,

we call these Constraints.

We will use abbreviation G to denote a finite list {G1, ... G=} of
arbitrary length. We will write '(G) if ' contains variables G . A

substitution is a partial map from - to � , and we will use sym-

bols {f, f1, f2, ...} to denote ground substitutions. Given an atomic

formula '(G) wewrite '(G)[G8\28 ] when we substitute each occur-
rence of a variable G8 in G by a constant 28 . We say the resulting

formula is ground, i.e. it contains no variables.

Actions and plans. Let A be a set of action names {U, U1, U2, ...}.
Figure 4 defines an action as an action name applied to a list of

terms, e.g. pickup_from_table a is an action. A plan is a sequence

of actions; shrink is a special constructor that can be used in a plan

instead of an action, its use will be made clear later.

States and contexts. Polarities + and − are used to denote ab-

sense or presence of certain atomic fact in a world. Given a polarity

I,� ↦→ I is a formulamap. A state can be given by an empty state, a

formula map or a conjunction of such maps (denoted by ∗). A state

(� ↦→ I∗%) is valid if� does not occur in % and % is a valid state.We

will only work with valid states in this paper. A context Γ contains

descriptions of actions in the form q (G); {% (G)} { {& (G)} | U G

where {% (G)} { {& (G)} denotes a transformation from a state

% (G) to a state & (G), U G is an action and q (G ) is a constraint list.

Remark on Notation 1. To simplify our notation, we extend the

use of notation “(G)” from atomic formulae, such as '(G), to states
(e.g.& (G)), actions (e.g. U (G)) and constraints (e.g. q (G)). In all these
cases, the presence of G signifies the presence of free variables G in the

states, actions, and constraints, respectively. We will drop G and will

write just& , U , andq to emphasise that the state, action or constraint

do not contain any variables, i.e. they are ground.

A plan specification is a sequent of the form:

Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5
It states that given a context Γ, 5 is a plan that gives a provable

transformation from (ground) state % to (ground) state & . In the

Curry-Howard interpretation of this logic, we view 5 as a function

that inhabits type {%} { {&}.
In all examples, we use the following shorthand notation:

' C ↦→ I ∗ ' C1 ↦→ I ≡ ' C, C1 ↦→ I

For example, we will write (onTable a, b ↦→ +) instead of

(onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +). To emphasise that a formula

map binds stronger than ∗, we will put parentheses around

formula maps in all examples. But we will omit the parentheses in

the formal grammar, to keep the notation simple.

2.2 Subtyping (order on states)

We first recall the subtyping relation and the override operator

on states introduced in [45], and then establish some lemmas

about these, which will be useful in the later sections. The lemmas

have not appeared in [45]. We omit proofs here, but give them in

Agda [20].

Figure 5 defines order <: over states. Following [45], we call it

subtyping to refer to the fact that states can also be seen as types. In

this paper, subtyping serves us when we need to compare states or

decide whether they are equal. Two states % and & are considered

equal if % <: & 0=3 & <: % .

Example 1 (Subtyping). Given: & ≡ ({onTable a ↦→
−) ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +) ∗ (clear a, b ↦→ +) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→
−) ∗ (holding a ↦→ +) and& ′ ≡ (onTable a ↦→ −) ∗ (onTable b ↦→
+) ∗ (clear a, b ↦→ +) ∗ (holding a ↦→ +), we have & <: & ′.

Subtyping is both reflexive and transitive, i.e. it is a pre-order.

Lemma 1 (Subtyping is Preorder). Given states %,&, ( , we

have:

• (reflexivity) % <: % ;

• (transitivity) % <: & and & <: ( implies % <: ( .

In later sections, we will also need an override operator on

states:

Definition 1 (Override Operator [45]).

% ⊔ 4<? = %

% ⊔ [� ↦→ I ∗&] = [� ↦→ I ∗ %\{� ↦→ + ∗� ↦→ −}] ⊔&

The override operator adds all formula maps from one state to

the other. If a mapping for a formula that is to be added already

exists, then that formula is removed before adding the new formula

map.

Example 2 (Override Operator).

(handEmpty ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (clear a ↦→ +) ⊔
(handEmpty ↦→ −) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ −) ∗ (holding a ↦→ +)
= (holding a ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ −) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→
−) ∗ (clear a ↦→ +)

We have the following lemmas summarising the properties of

the subtyping relation and the override operator.

Lemma 2 (Order of Subtyping). Given an atom � and states %

and & , if � ∉ & and & <: % then � ∉ % .

Lemma3 (Monotonicity of Subtype Expansion). Given states

% and & and a formula map � ↦→ I, if& <: % then � ↦→ I ∗& <: % .

Lemma 4 (Post-condition Override). (% ⊔ &) <: & holds for

all states % and & .

Lemma 5 (Monotonicity of Override). Given a polarity I, an

atom �, states % and & , if � ∉ & then � ↦→ I ∈ (� ↦→ I ∗ %) ⊔& .

2.3 Normalisation of Constraint Lists

We will now define a normalisation function for constraint lists.

This function takes a list of constraints and recurses through them

checking that they are true. If a constraint is not true,⊥ is returned;

otherwise the empty list case will be reached and ⊤ will be re-

turned. We use C ≡ C1 to denote syntactic equivalence between

terms.

Definition 2 (Normalisation Function for Constraints).

norm [] = ⊤

norm (C = C1 :: q) = if C ≡ C1 then norm q else ⊥

norm (C ≠ C1 :: q) = if C ≡ C1 then ⊥ else norm q
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Term Term ∋ C, C1, ... C= ::= G | 2

Atomic Formulae Atom ∋ � ::= ' (C1, ... C=)

Constraint Constraint ∋ 4 ::= C = C1 | C ≠ C1

Constraint List CList ∋ q,k ::= [] | 4 :: q

Actions Act ∋ 0 ::= U (C1, ... C=)

Plan Plan ∋ 5 , 51, 52 ::= shrink | 0 | 5 ; 51

Polarities Polarity ∋ I ::= + | −

State State ∋ %,&, ( ::= emp | � ↦→ I | % ∗&

(Planning) Context Γ ∋ W ::= q (G ); {% (G)} { {& (G)} | U G

Specification Specification ∋ � ::= Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5

Figure 4: The syntax of PCP logic

NilSub
( <: 4<?

ASub
( ′ <: ( � ↦→ I ∈ ( ′

( ′ <: � ↦→ I ∗ (

Figure 5: Subtyping order on states.

Example 3 (Normalisation Function for Constraints). We

have norm [0 = 0,1 = 1] = ⊤ but norm [0 = 0,1 = 2] = ⊥.

2.4 Rules

Figure 6 gives the rules of the PCP logic. We will discuss and il-

lustrate each rule in order, using our running example. In Figure 2

a PDDL definition of BlocksWorld is defined. An example context

ΓBW , inspired by that definition, is given in Figure 3. Assume that

this is the context for all below examples.

ApplyAction checks that an action is in the context and

then constructs the resultant state given by a ground substitu-

tion on that action. For example, the pickup_from_table action

is included in ΓBW (cf. the first action in Figure 3). Taking

%0 ≡ {(handempty ↦→ +) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ +) ∗ (clear a ↦→ +)}
and &0 ≡ {(handEmpty ↦→ −) ∗ (onTable a ↦→ −) ∗ (holding a ↦→
+) ∗ (clear a ↦→ +)}, we have

(1) ∈ ΓBW

ΓBW ⊢ {%0} { {&0} | pickup_from_table a

where (1) refers to the first action in ΓBW .

This is the only rule that allows us to access planning domain

definitions. Note also that this is the only rule that checks whether

constraints on states are satisfied. This is possible thanks to essen-

tially propositional reasoning implemented in planning, thus it is

sufficient to check the constraints only once.

Composition rule says that if we have an entailment

Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 we can compose it together with another

entailment Γ ⊢ {& ′} { {'} | 51 to produce Γ ⊢ {%} { {'} | 5 ; 51,
if & <: & ′.

For this example, we take & and & ′ as in Example 1 (with

& <: & ′), and we take % and ' as follows:

% ≡ (onTable a, b ↦→ +) ∗ (clear a, b ↦→ +) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→ +)
' ≡ (onTable a ↦→ −) ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +) ∗ (clear a ↦→
+) ∗ (clear b ↦→ −) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→ +) ∗ (holding a ↦→

−) ∗ (on a b ↦→ +). Abbreviating putdown_on_stack a b as U and

pickup_from_table a as 5 , we have the following application of

the Composition rule:

& <: & ′
ΓBW ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 ΓBW ⊢ {& ′} { {'} | U

ΓBW ⊢ {%} { {'} | 5 ;U

The Frame rule allows the addition of formula maps to both

states in an entailment, provided the atom of the formula map does

not already have a mapping in either state. Continuing the deriva-

tion in one of the previous examples, the following application of

the frame rule is possible:

ΓBW ⊢ {%0} { {&0} | pickup_from_table a

ΓBW ⊢ {%0 ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +)} {
{&0 ∗ (onTable b ↦→ +)} | pickup_from_table a

Frame

In our system, the frame rule is more restrictive than can be

seen in other logics such as Separation logic [5, 42], as it can only

be used at an action level but not at a plan level. The following ex-

ample shows the problemwith consistency of derivations, if we ap-

ply the frame rule to arbitrary judgements of the form Γ ⊢ {%} {
{&} | 5 .

Example 4 (Problems with the Frame rule for complex

plans). Imagine we have an action U with the transformation

{clear a ↦→ +} { {(clear a ↦→ −) ∗ (clear b ↦→ +)} and another

action U ′ with the transformation {clear a ↦→ −} { {clear a ↦→ +}
then we can compose these two actions together to generate the

entailment: Γ ⊢ {clear a ↦→ +} { {clear a ↦→ +} | U ;U ′. We

have lost the information clear b ↦→ + and if the Frame rule

was not bound to single actions we could frame incorrectly in the

entailment: Γ ⊢ {(clear a ↦→ +) ∗ (clear b ↦→ −)} { {(clear a ↦→
+) ∗ (clear b ↦→ −)} | U ;U ′, getting a derivation inconsistent with

the action definition.

If we want to apply this rule on judgements involving complex

plans instead of single actions, then we would need to ensure that

the framed atom is not mapped in any state at any level in the

plan derivation. This could be done by amending the restrictions
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Frame
Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | U

Γ ⊢ {% ∗� ↦→ I} { {& ∗� ↦→ I} | U

Shrink

& <: & ′

Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5

Γ ⊢ {%} { {& ′} | 5 ; shrink

Weakening

% ′ <: %
Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5

Γ ⊢ {% ′} { {&} | 5

ApplyAction
q (G ); {% (G)} { {& (G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ

Γ ⊢ {% (G)[f]} { {& (G)[f]} | U (G)[f]
Where q (G)[f] normalises to ⊤

Composition

& <: & ′

Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 Γ ⊢ {& ′} { {'} | 51

Γ ⊢ {%} { {'} | 5 ; 51

Figure 6: Rules of the PCP logic. The rules operate on valid states.

on the frame rule or by amending the other rules to prevent loss

of information.

Weakening is applied before composition,when a formulamap

we want in the precondition % already exists in the (previously

obtained) post-condition & . The above example shows a use case

with the action U as defined above:

ΓBW ⊢ {(clear b ↦→ +) ∗ (holding a ↦→ +)}
{ {(clear b ↦→ −) ∗ (holding a ↦→ −) ∗ (on a b ↦→ +) ∗

(handEmpty ↦→ +)} | U

ΓBW ⊢ {(clear b ↦→ +) ∗ (holding a ↦→ +) ∗
(handEmpty ↦→ −)} { {(clear b ↦→ −) ∗

(holding a ↦→ −) ∗ (on a b ↦→ +) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→ +)} | U

In BlocksWorld it is implied that handEmpty is false when ℎ>;38=6

any block is true and vice versa. This leads the putdown_on_stack

action’s preconditions to only contain the precondition that

holding a block has to be true and we use weakening to gain back

the information that handEmpty is false.

Shrink allows us to shrink and reorder the post-condition state.

Any postcondition state& can be replaced with& ′ as long as it is a

subtype of the current post state. Shrink can appear anywhere in a

plan but currently the main use of this rule is when we have a goal

state that is smaller than the obtained post-condition, for example:

Γ ⊢ {%} { {(clear b ↦→ −) ∗ (holding a ↦→ −) ∗
(on a b ↦→ +) ∗ (handEmpty ↦→ +)} | 5

Γ ⊢ {%} { {(on a b ↦→ +)} | 5 ; shrink

Frame, Weakening and Shrink are structural rules, i.e. they do

not change the computational properties of plans, and with the

exception of Shrink, do not change the plans syntactically. We fin-

ish this section by stating two lemmas that explain subtyping for

plans derived by structural rules. Note that all actions have unique

definitions in any given context Γ. The proofs of these lemmas are

given in Agda [20].

Lemma 6 (Property of structural rules (left)). If there is a

derivation for Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | U by the rules of Figure 6 we have:

{% ′(G)} { {& ′(G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ and % <: % ′(G)[f].

F |=I � F |=I �1

F |=I � ∧ �1

F |=−I �
6

F |=I ¬�6

�6 ∈ F

F |=+ �6

�6
∉ F

F |=− �6

Figure 7: Declarative interpretation of PDDL formulae.We define −I

by taking −+ = − and −− = +.

Lemma 7 (Property of structural rules (right)). If there is

a derivation Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | U by the rules of Figure 6, we have

{% ′(G)} { {& ′(G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ and & <: & ′(G)[f].

Given a planning context Γ, we say that a plan 5 is well-typed

(for {%} { {&}), if there is a derivation of Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 by

the rules of Figure 6.

3 Soundness of the PCP Logic

We now show that the PCP logic we introduced in previous

sections is sound relative to the possible world semantics of

PDDL [14].

3.1 Possible World Semantics for PDDL

Languages

Coming back to our running example of a PDDL domain, given

in Figure 2, we notice that it is defined in a subset of first-order

logic, while the actual problem description (Figure 1) contains only

ground terms. This motivates us to formally define PDDL formulae

as follows:

Definition 3 (PDDL Formulae).

Ground Atoms GAtom ∋ �6 ::= ' (21, ... 2=)

PDDL Formulae Form ∋ �, �1... �= ::= �6 | ¬�6 | � ¤∧�1

Possible world semantics for PDDL [14] is defined in Figure 7. A

possible world, or just a world is a set of ground atomic formulae.

We use letter F to denote a single possible world. Given a world

F , a PDDL formula � is satisfied byF ifF |=+ � can be derived by

the rules of Figure 7. It should be noted that negation can only be

applied to atomic formulae.
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It is useful to establish a correspondence between states and for-

mulae. Following [45, 46], we achieve this by introducing a “nor-

malisation” function from PDDL formulae to states.

Definition 4 (Normalisation of PDDL Formulae to

States[45]). The function ↓I normalises a PDDL formula to a

state:

(� ∧ �1) ↓I ( = �1 ↓I � ↓I (

¬�6 ↓I ( = �6 ↓−I (

�6 ↓I ( = �6 ↦→ I ∗ (

We write � ↓I to mean (� ↓I emp).

Example 5 (Normalisation of a Formula to a State).

(handEmpty ∧ ¬onTable a) ↓+= handEmpty ↦→ + ∗ onTable a ↦→ −

Normalisation is sound relative to the possible world semantics.

A worldF( is a well-formed world for a given state ( , if the world

F( contains all �6’s such that (�6 ↦→ +) ∈ ( and contains no �6’s

such that (�6 ↦→ −) ∈ (1. Generally F( is not uniquely defined,

and we use the notation 〈F( 〉 to refer to the (necessarily finite) set

of allF( .

Example 6 (Well-Formed Worlds).

If ( = (handEmpty ∧ ¬onTable a) ↓+, then F( may be given by e.g.

F1 ={handEmpty }, orF2 = {handEmpty, onTable b}, or any other world

containing handEmpty but not onTable a. The given formula will be

satisfied by any suchF( .

Well-formed worlds have the following property :

Lemma 8 (Subtyping and Well-Formed Worlds). If we have

states % and & , & <: % andF ∈ 〈F& 〉 thenF ∈ 〈F% 〉.

Finally, we prove that normalisation is sound and complete:

Theorem 9 (Soundness and completeness of normalisation

[45, 46]). Given a formula � and a worldF , it holds thatF |=I � iff

F ∈ 〈F� ↓I 〉.

Proof. (⇒) is proven by induction on the derivation ofF |=I � .

(⇐) follows by induction on the shape of � , cf. the attached Agda

file [20] for the fully formalised proof.

�

3.2 Soundness Theorem

We want to show that if we derive Γ ⊢ {� ↓I} { {�1 ↓I } | 5
using the rules given in Figure 6 then we are guaranteed that the

evaluation of the plan 5 on a world that satisfies � produces a new

world satisfying �1.

To evaluate a plan we will define an evaluation function È.É that

will interpret actions on worlds. Recall that every state ( maps to a

worldFB . Let us use notation X for an arbitrary mapping (an action

handler) that maps each action q ; {%} { {&} | U to insertions and

deletions on the world F( according to U’s action on ( . We then

define the evaluation function (È5 ÉX F) that evaluates a plan 5 in

a worldF using an action handler X :

1By abuse of notation that will not cause confusion, we will use the symbol ∈ to
denote State membership, as well as set membership.

Definition 5 (Evaluation Function).

ÈshrinkÉX F = F

È0ÉX F = X 0 F

È5 ; 51É
X F = È51É

X (È5 ÉX F)

The evaluation function has three cases. The shrink case just

returns the world itself, as there is no computational meaning for a

shrink action in evaluation. For a single action, evaluation applies

the action handler to the world. For a complex plan, evaluation

recurses to sub-plans.

The following property of action handlers will be used in the

soundness proof:

Lemma 10 (Action Handler Strengthening). If (X U F) ∈
〈F& 〉 and (X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I〉 then (X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I∗& 〉.

We now proceed to define the notion of a well-formed handler,

that will be used to prove soundness of the PCP logic.

Definition 6 (Well-Formed Handler). We say that an action

handler X is well-formed if, given:

• a context Γ with q (G ); {% ′(G)} { {& (G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ,

• a state % , such that % (G) <: % ′(G)[f] for some ground substi-

tution f and q (G )[f] normalises to ⊤,
• a world F ∈ 〈F% 〉,

X satisfies the following property: (X (U (G)[f]) F) ∈ 〈F%⊔& (G ) [f ]〉.

The next two theorems show that executing a well-typed plan

5 by the evaluation function È5 ÉX F is sound, for any well-formed

handler X .

Theorem 11 (Soundness of evaluation for normalized for-

mulae). Suppose Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 . Then for anyF ∈ 〈F% 〉, and

any well-formed handler X , it follows that È5 ÉX F ∈ 〈F& 〉.

Proof. The proof proceeds by structural induction on the typ-

ing derivation Γ ⊢ {%} { {&} | 5 . In each of the below cases, we

take % , F ∈ 〈F% 〉, and assume Γ ⊢ {%} { {&}| 5 was proven by

application of a given rule in Figure 6, and in each case we will aim

to show that È5 ÉX F ∈ 〈F& 〉.

Base Case 1 (ApplyAction). Suppose we have a proof for Γ ⊢
{%} { {&}| 5 by means of the rule ApplyAction. The rules premise

requires that someq (G ); {% ′(G)} { {& ′(G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ, and more-

over there exists f B.C . % ′(G)[f] ≡ %, & ′(G)[f] ≡ &, U (G)[f] ≡ 5

and q (G)[f] normalises to ⊤.
Because X is well-formed and F ∈ 〈F% 〉, we have: (X 5 F) ∈

〈F%⊔& 〉. We note that % <: % ′(G)[f] because % ≡ % ′(G)[f] by the

conditions of the rule, and % <: % by reflexivity of subtyping relation.

It remains to show that (X 5 F) ∈ 〈F%⊔& 〉 implies that (X 5 F) ∈
〈F& 〉. We know that (% ⊔&) <: & from Lemma 4 and can therefore

deduce (X 0 F) ∈ 〈F& 〉 by applying Lemma 8.

Inductive Case 1 (Weakening). Taking % , F ∈ 〈F% 〉 as before,
we assume Γ ⊢ {%} { {&}| 5 was proven by applying Weakening.

By inductive hypothesis we know that there is a proof of Γ ⊢ {% ′} {

{&}| 5 , such that % <: % ′ and È5 ÉX F ′ ∈ 〈F& 〉 if F
′ ∈ 〈F% ′ 〉 for

some F ′. By Lemma 8, we know that F ∈ 〈F% 〉 impliesF ∈ 〈F% ′〉.

And so we have È5 ÉX F ∈ 〈F& 〉 as required.
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Inductive Case 2 (Shrink). We now assume that Γ ⊢ {%} {
{&}| 5 is obtained by application of Shrink, i.e. 5 ≡ ( 51; BℎA8=:)
for some 51. By inductive hypothesis we know that there is a proof of

Γ ⊢ {%} { {& ′}| 51 such that&
′
<: & , and È51É

X F ∈ 〈F&′ 〉 ifF ∈
〈F% 〉. Because we already have F ∈ 〈F% 〉 among our assumptions,

we get È51É
X F ∈ 〈F&′ 〉. We apply Lemma 8 to get È51É

X F ∈ 〈F& 〉.

It remains to show that È51; BℎA8=:É
X F ∈ 〈F& 〉. By definition of

the evaluation function, È51; BℎA8=:É
X F = È51É

X (ÈBℎA8=:ÉX F) =

È51É
X F , as required.

Inductive Case 3 (Composition). We now assume that

Γ ⊢ {%} { {&}| 5 by application of Composition. By inductive

hypothesis we know that, for some 51 and 52 such that 5 ≡ 51; 52,

and for some & ′ and & ′′ such that & ′
<: & ′′,

• there is a proof of Γ ⊢ {%} { {& ′}| 51 and È51É
X F ∈ 〈F&′ 〉

ifF ∈ 〈F% 〉;

• there is a proof of Γ ⊢ {& ′′} { {&}| 52 and È52É
X F ′ ∈ 〈F& 〉

ifF ′ ∈ 〈F&′′〉;

Because we already have F ∈ 〈F% 〉 among our assumptions, we get

È51É
X F ∈ 〈F&′〉. Next, we need to apply Lemma 8 and the fact

that & <: & ′′ to get È51É
X F ∈ 〈F&′′ 〉. Thus we found a suitable

F ′ ≡ È51É
X F . But then we get È52É

X (È51É
X F ) ∈ 〈F& 〉. Finally,

by definition of the evaluation function, we know that È51; 52É
X F =

È52É
X (È51É

X F ). And so we get È51; 52É
X F ∈ 〈F& 〉.

Inductive Case 4 (Frame). We now assume that Γ ⊢ {%} {
{&}| 5 by application of the Frame rule, that is, 5 ≡ U , % ≡ (% ′∗� ↦→
I), & ≡ (& ′ ∗ � ↦→ I) (for some U , % ′, & ′, � and I), moreover F ∈
〈F� ↦→I∗% ′ 〉, � ∉ % ′, � ∉ & ′. By the inductive hypothesis, we know

that there is a proof of Γ ⊢ {% ′} { {& ′}| U and ÈUÉX F ′ ∈ 〈F&′ 〉
ifF ′ ∈ 〈F% ′ 〉, for anyF ′.

By Lemma 3 and the fact that % ′ <: % ′, we get � ↦→ I ∗ % ′ <: % ′.
We then use Lemma 8, and our assumptionF ∈ 〈F% 〉 to assert that

F ∈ 〈F% ′ 〉, and therefore we get ÈUÉX F ∈ 〈F&′〉. It remains to show

that ÈUÉX F ∈ 〈F& 〉.

By the definition of evaluation function, ÈUÉX F = X U F .

Lemma 10 lets us combine two results: 1. (X 0 F) ∈ 〈F&′ 〉 and 2.

(X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I〉 to produce the goal (X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I∗&′ 〉 which

gives us (X U F) ∈ 〈F& 〉 and therefore ÈUÉ
X F ∈ 〈F& 〉, as required.

It only remains to show that (X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I 〉. To prove this, we
will use the fact that X is a well-formed handler, and consider (X U F).
Recall that

• F ∈ 〈F� ↦→I∗% ′ 〉, and,
• by inductive hypothesis, there is a derivation for Γ ⊢
{% ′} { {& ′}| U . Therefore, there is q (G); {% ′′(G)} {
{& ′′(G)} | U (G) ∈ Γ by Lemma 6.

• Also by Lemma 6, we have % ′ <: % ′′(G)[f], for some f .

• We know that U (G)[f] must normalise to ⊤, or there would
be no derivation for Γ ⊢ {% ′} { {& ′}| U .

Given these four conditions, a well-formed handler must satisfy the

property: (X U F) ∈ 〈F (� ↦→I∗% ′)⊔&′′ (G) [f ] 〉. We can apply Lemma 8

and show that (X U F) ∈ 〈F� ↦→I〉, if we can show that (� ↦→ I ∗
% ′) ⊔& ′′ (G)[f] <: (� ↦→ I). Using Lemma 5 we can establish that

� ↦→ I ∈ (� ↦→ I ∗ % ′) ⊔ & ′′ (G)[f] if � ∉ & ′′(G)[f]. To show

� ∉ & ′′ (G)[f], we use Lemma 2, Lemma 7 (which gives us & ′
<:

& ′′(G)[f]) and the assumption that � ∉ & ′. From � ↦→ I ∈ (� ↦→
I ∗% ′) ⊔& ′′(G)[f] we obtain (� ↦→ I ∗% ′) ⊔& ′′(G)[f] <: (� ↦→ I)
by using the subtyping derivation rules.

�

Theorem 12 (Soundness of Evaluation). Suppose Γ ⊢
�1 ↓+{ �2 ↓+ | 5 then for any F such that F |=+ �1, and any

well-formed X it follows È5 ÉX F |=+ �2.

Proof. By assumption F |=+ �1 and by Theorem 9, we have

F ∈ 〈F�1↓+ 〉. Then from Theorem 11, we have È5 ÉX F ∈ 〈F�2↓+ 〉.

Thus by Theorem 9, we obtain È5 ÉX F |=+ �2. �

Thus if 5 is well-typed, we are guaranteed that the execution of 5

in worldF is correct.

4 Implementation and Evaluation

As mentioned already, the PCP logic and all lemmas and theorems

presented in this paper are formalised in Agda, see [20]. This gives

us assurance of the correcteness of the presented approach. This

Agda module also serves as a standard library for verifying PDDL

plans. Recall that in Section 1.1, for example, our task was to verify

an exact plan 5ab , i.e. to derive ΓBW ⊢ %ab { &ab | 5ab . To do this,

we need to create an additional file that defines Γ�, , %ab ,&ab and

5ab in Agda syntax. Then we need to construct a proof in Agda that

this plan is indeed valid. That is, judgements like ΓBW ⊢ %ab {

&ab | 5ab are not automatically type-checked by Agda, but require

manual proofs (using the rules of the PCP logic, cf. Figure 6).

To mitigate this, we automate the following two tasks:

(1) conversion from PDDL syntax to Agda.

For example the pickup_from_table G action as given in Fig-

ure 2 is translated to the following snippet of Agda code:

Γ
1 (pickup_from_table x) = [] ,

(+ , handempty) * (+ , ontable x) * (+ , clear x) * [] ,

(+ , clear x) * (- , handempty) *

(- , ontable x) * (+ , holding x) * []

(2) PCP logic proof generation for Agda, given a PDDL plan.

Figure 8 shows an example of the Agda proof for ΓBW ⊢
%ab { &ab | 5ab generated automatically given the domain

and planning problem specifications of Figures 1 and 2.

For the first task, we translate a given planning problem and do-

main to a single Agda file. Conversion of objects is one-to-one, i.e.

the list of objects is given as a list of constructors for the datatype�

that stores constants. To convert states, we change the list syntax

from Lisp style to Agda style and add the relevant polarity. Predi-

cates and actions are translated to Agda by representing them as

functions from constants to the relevant type. For example the

predicate (on ?G ?~) is translated to on : � → � → '. Action

descriptions are described by a parametrised precondition and ef-

fect list in PDDL as shown in Figure 2 . The PDDL precondition list

contains constraints and formulas which are separate in our con-

text so we separate them when translating to Agda. Preconditions,

constraints and effects are then mapped one-to-one into a context

description.
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P = (+ , (ontable a)) * (+ , (ontable b)) * (+ , (clear a)) * (+ , (clear b)) * (+ , (handempty)) * []

Q : State

Q = (+ , (on a b)) * (+ , (ontable b)) * []

P’ : State

P’ = (+ , ontable b) * (+ , clear b) * (+ , handempty) * (+ , ontable a) * (+ , clear a) * []

plan : f

plan = (join (join (act (pickup_from_table a)) (act (putdown_on_stack a b))) shrink)

Derivation : Γ1 , P{ Q ¦ plan

Derivation = weakening P (from-yes (decSub P’ P)) � (shrink Q �

(from-yes (decSub Q ((- , ontable a) * (+ , ontable b) * (+ , clear a) * (- , holding a) *

(- , clear b) * (+ , on a b) * (+ , handempty) * [])))

(composition (from-yes (decSub

((- , ontable a) * (+ , ontable b) * (+ , clear a) * (+ , holding a) * (+ , clear b) * [])

((+ , ontable b) * (+ , clear b) * (+ , clear a) * (- , handempty) * (- , ontable a) * (+ , holding a) * [])))

((frame + (ontable b) (_ z → z) (_ z → z)

(frame + (clear b) (_ z → z) (_ z → z) (applyAction � � �))))

((frame - (ontable a) (_ z → z) (_ z → z)

(frame + (ontable b) (_ z → z) (_ z → z)

(frame + (clear a) (_ z → z) (_ z → z) (applyAction � � �))))))

Figure 8: Agda typing derivation for BlocksWorld problem and domain given in Figures 1 and 2.

For the second task, we implemented a solver for generating

Agda type derivations, given a plan. A high level overview of the

solver algorithm is shown in Figure 9.

We thus obtain a parser and a proof generator (implemented in

Lisp2) that can process plans given in PDDL. However, we delegate

the proof-checking (as type-checking) to Agda. This latter step ulti-

mately ensures fully formal plan verification. We call the resulting

tool plan verifier. The actual implementation [20] contains further

instructions and examples.

4.1 Evaluation of the Library Performance

Table 1 shows the results of evaluating the plan verifier over a few

benchmark PDDL domains: BlocksWorld, Logistics, Satellite and

Mprime[2]. All domains use the STRIPS requirement with Mprime

also requiring equality and negative preconditions. All of these ex-

amples are generated automatically by supplying a plan and the

PDDL domain description to the plan verifier.

This evaluation shows that our system scales from BlocksWorld

to more complicated domains, even with increasing plan length.

Firstly, it helps to off-load time-consuming plan search to STRIPS.

Transforming plans into Agda proofs does not take long (cf. mid-

dle column of Table 1). Type-checking time may look worrying,

however there is plenty of room for improving it. The given type-

checking times reflect the fact that our Lisp script generates exces-

sively long Agda proofs. This happens because we frame all formu-

las in when we generate the proofs (see Figure 9). For example, for

2Both PDDL and Emacs are written in Lisp, which determined our choice for using
Lisp here.

PDDL Do-

main

Plan Length

(number of

actions)

Proof Gener-

ation Time

(seconds)

Typechecking

Time (sec-

onds)

Blocksworld 10 0.03 10.33

Logistics 24 0.07 28.86

Satellite 9 0.03 15.66

Mprime 11 0.09 42.02

Table 1: Evaluation of the plan verifier. All tests were per-

formed on an Intel Core i5-4670K processor with 8GB of

RAM.

the Logistics domain, we have a PDDL plan of length 24. For it, we

have PCP/Agda proof with nearly 900 rule applications. Yet, look-

ing closer, we can see that they are mostly frame rules (838 Frame

rules, 23 Compositions, 24 ApplyAction, 1 Weakening, 1 shrink).

Similarly, for Mprime example, we have a PDDL plan of length

11, but nearly 900 rule applications in PCP/Agda. Once again, most

of them are applications of the frame rule: (865 frame rules, 10

compositions, 11 ApplyAction, 1 weak and 1 shrink).

Ignoring the redundant applications of the frame rule, we see

linear dependency of the PCP/Agda proof size relative to STRIPS

plan size. Thus, we believe that the type checking time shown in

Table 1 does not point to limitations of a type-based approach, but

merely reflects the inefficiency of the Lisp script that generates

Agda proofs. We will address these shortcomings in future work.
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4.2 Leveraging the Power of Dependent Types

Agda is of course also a dependently-typed language. And, as we

mentioned in the introduction, the benefit of this approach is the

ability to use plans as functions (using the action handlers). One

benefit of this would be easy extensions to practical scenarios in

which dependent types impose further restrictions and checks on

action handlers. Action handlers currently have a type Action →
World → World. Within a dependently-typed setting, it is easy to

extend this type with say an energy constraint that limits the num-

ber of actions that can be taken. Assume a scenario when a robot

is given a certain amount of energy, or “fuel”, and each action ex-

ecution consumes one unit of energy; the robot may not consume

more energy than given. It only takes a few lines of code to add

this information to our current implementation:

Example 7 (Action Handler Energy Consumption).

data Energy : Nat -> Set where

en : (n : Nat) -> Energy n

EnergyValue : ∀ {n} -> Energy n -> Nat

EnergyValue {n} x = n

actionHandler : Set

actionHandler = ∀ {n} -> Action -> World × Energy (suc n)

-> World × Energy n

Now our implementation incorporates constraints on energy

consumption, and the action execution will be bound by the

amount of the given energy. This is a really powerful way to

use dependent types as it improves readability, and also provides

endless possibilities for incorporating various computational

constraints in the plan execution.

4.3 Extraction of Plans to Executable Code

We can go one step further, and use Agda’s code extraction library

and compile our verified plans into executable Haskell programs

or executable byte code. The latter may be deployed directly in

robots. The process is fully automated by existing Agda libraries,

and subsequent execution of the byte code takes just seconds. For

example, we have compiled the BlocksWorld, Logistics and Satel-

lite examples into byte code where all examples run in just 0.02

seconds. We refer the reader to [20] for further details.

4.4 Lessons Learnt: Effects and States

As it often happens with verification projects, this work helps to

uncover some previously unknown or unnoticed properties of

PDDL. We will give two examples here.

As seen in Figure 2, the syntax of PDDL defines actions by “pre-

conditions” and “effects”. The PCP logic formalises both as states.

Yet, there is a subtle difference between an effect and a state. Recall

that an effect is executed by deleting all false formula maps from

a state and adding all true formula maps. To convert an effect to a

state, we must keep the list of all unaffected formula maps intact.

Given a PDDL domain� , a PDDL problem description %� ,

and a plan 51, the Agda proof script for 51 in PCP logic is

generated as follows:

(1) Parse � , %� into Lisp syntax:

(a) Store the objects in � , initial and goal world in

%� as variables in Lisp. The initial world id stored

in a variableF representing the current world.

(b) Convert actions from � into parametrised Lisp

functions that generate preconditions and post-

conditions.

(2) For all actions in the plan 51:

(a) Store F in a backup variable so that the Agda

subtyping relations can be generated.

(b) Use the relevant Lisp function (as defined in (1.b))

to generate the preconditions and postconditions

of the current action.

(c) Generate the frame axioms by comparing the pre-

conditions of the action to F where all formula

maps in F that are not in the preconditions are

framed in.

(d) Use Lisp functions to apply the action to the

world and store the result in the world variable.

(3) Use all stored results to generate and write Agda

proof to file:

(a) Start derivation with the Weakening rule to al-

low for the reordering of the initial state.

(b) Use the Shrink rule over the rest of the derivation

to shrink the result to the goal state.

(c) The rest of the derivation proceeds by compos-

ing all actions in the plan 51 with the relevant

subtyping relations and frame axioms.

(4) Typecheck the generated Agda file to confirm the

validity of the proof.

Figure 9: Overview of the code that automatically generates

PCP proofs in Agda given PDDL Domain and plan. The code

is given in [20].

Also, as we have shown, the states come with the notion of order-

ing, but effects do not. These simple observations have surprisingly

powerful consequences.

Example 1. Ordering and consistency. Take the action<>E4

from the Logistic domain:

[];




isVehicle E ↦→ +
∗ isLocation ;>21 ↦→ +
∗ isLocation ;>22 ↦→ +
∗ isAt E ;>21 ↦→ +




{




isVehicl4 E ↦→ +
∗ isLocation ;>21 ↦→ +
∗ isLocation ;>22 ↦→ +
∗ isAt E ;>21 ↦→ −
∗ isAt E ;>22 ↦→ +




Imagine we instantiated themove actionwith (car museummuseum).
In the PCP logic, this instantiation will produce an inconsistent

state:
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isVehicle car ↦→ +
∗ isLocation museum ↦→ +
∗ isLocation museum ↦→ +
∗ isAt car museum ↦→ +




{




isVehicle car ↦→ +
∗ isLocation museum ↦→ +
∗ isLocation museum ↦→ +
∗ isAt car museum ↦→ −
∗ isAt car museum ↦→ +




In PDDL the effect will simply be executed. The result of this

action will depend on the order in which the effect formulas are

executed. And, since PDDL specifications [14] do not specify any

particular ordering on effect formulas, planners have to make this

decision themselves. So, some planners come to the conclusion that

the car is at the museum, and some – that it is not.

In the PCP logic, this plan will simply not be type-checked and

the user will receive a due type checking error.

Example 2. Loss in Translation In our early experiments, we

encountered a problem that many good plans are not type-checked

when they are translated verbatim to the PCP logic. The reason for

this is the loss of information between the “precondition” and the

“effect” in the PDDL formulation. We use the following example to

explain the problem.

Consider the pickup_from_stack action from the BlockWorld do-

main definition:

[];




on G1 G2 ↦→ +
∗ clear G1 ↦→ +

∗ handEmpty ↦→ +



{




on G1 G2 ↦→ −
∗ handEmpty ↦→ −
∗ holding G1 ↦→ +
∗ clear G2 ↦→ +




Notice that clear G1 ↦→ + is not mentioned in the effect list, because

this fact is unaffected by the action. But if we treat this as a state,

rather than effect, the information about clear G1 ↦→ + will simply

be lost. In the PCP logic, the frame rule can not be used to recover

this information, as this formula already occurs in the precondition.

As a result, some PDDL plans will fail to type check in the PCP

logic. To fix this problem, we add all such formula maps explicitly

to the postconditions:

[];




on G1 G2 ↦→ +
∗ clear G1 ↦→ +

∗ handEmpty ↦→ +



{




on G1 G2 ↦→ −
∗ handEmpty ↦→ −
∗ holding G1 ↦→ +
∗ clear G2 ↦→ +

∗ clear G1 ↦→ +




The plan verifier we implement does this transformation auto-

matically.

5 Conclusions, Related and Future Work

We have presented the PCP logic, a novel resource logic for veri-

fication of AI plans, and proven its soundness relative to the pos-

sible world semantics of PDDL. We have shown the benefits that

resource semantics and the Curry-Howard correspondence bring

to this framework. In particular, the former makes it easier to for-

malise state consistency and other constraints within the logic, and

the latter enables direct deployment of verified plans as functions.

We also presented an Agda library in which the soundness result is

proven, and which simultaneously serves as a generic module for

verifying plans produced by AI planning. To further strengthen

the practical significance of these results, we implemented scripts

for automated parsing of PDDL plans, and for automated gener-

ation of proofs of their soundness in the PCP logic. The ultimate

proof- (and type-) checking of these is delegated to the Agda li-

brary. We evaluated this implementation on several famous PDDL

benchmarks.

Our Earlier Work on Proof Carrying Plans. Compared

to our earlier attempts to define a “proof-carrying plans” ap-

proach [45], this new attempt is stronger both theoretically and

practically. The new PCP logic takes inspiration from resource

logics as a consequence provides a more natural way to perform

local reasoning. This, in its turn, helps to verify not just the

plans, but also consistency of domains and states. In previous

work the consistency assumption was needed to be stated as an

axiom in order to prove soundness of the system, and was not

incorporated into checking of individual plans. The PCP Logic

embeds consistency directly into the system through its rules.

This has two advantages. The first is that it is impossible to derive

proofs that contain inconsistent states and the second is that type

errors for inconsistency will show exactly where and why there

is an inconsistent state. The PCP logic also enables extensions to

first-order logic, introduction of richer verification constraints,

and opens the possibilities for extensions to concurrent logics.

Though the latter extension is left as future work.

From the practical point of view, the earlier work contained no

automation presented here. Also, it did not include reasoning with

constraints, or any experiments with using the dependent types

during the plan execution.

Origins of the FrameRule. The “frame problem” that inspired

the frame rule of Separation logic actually has origins in AI [9, 18].

Initially, the problem referred to the difficulty in local reasoning

about problems in a complex world. In AI planning specifically,

this problem consisted of keeping track of the consequences of ap-

plying an action on a world. Intuitively a personwould understand

picking up some block 0 that is on the table would have no effect

on some other block1 that is on the table. The frame problem deals

with the way to represent this intuition formally.

One way to deal with the frame problem is to declare “frame ax-

ioms” for every action explicitly. This is an inefficient way to deal

with this problem as defining these frame axioms becomes infeasi-

ble the larger the system gets [9]. Since most actions in AI planning

only make small local changes to the world, a more general repre-

sentation would be more suitable. STRIPS deals with this problem

by introducing an assumption that every formula in a world that is

not mentioned in the effect list of an action remains the same after

execution of the action. This is known as the “STRIPS assumption”

and it is an assumption that PDDL also uses.

The logic of Bunched Implications [24, 35] and Separation

Logic [36] took inspiration from this older notion of the frame

problem, and introduced more abstract formalism, which is now

known as a “frame rule”, into the resource logics [41]. This family

of logics has brought many theoretical and practical advances to

modelling of complex systems, and is behind many lightweight

verification projects [6].

In this paper, we have shown how the original frame problem

from AI maps back to the more abstract ideas of resource logics.

We see this as one of the paper’s contributions.

Curry-HowardApproaches to Separation Logic andOther

Resource Logics. The PCP Logic introduces a Curry-Howard ap-

proach to AI planning inspired by resource logic. This is in part
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inspired by existing applications of the Curry-Howard approach

in the field. Both Hoare logic and Separation logic have been given

a Curry-Howard interpretation: [31, 33]. Several papers explore

the computational and practical benefits of it. For example, Polikar-

pova and Sergey [40] took a Curry-Howard approach to Separation

logic to improve program synthesis seen as a proof search prob-

lem. In a similar way to our specifications, they define a synthesis

goal Γ ⊢ % { & , which is solved by a program 2 if the assertion

Γ ⊢ % { & |2 can be derived in their system.

In this paper, we also make an attempt to make a case for com-

putational and practical uses of Curry-Howard interpretation of

the newly introduced PCP logic.

AI Planning and Linear Logic. There is a long history of

modelling AI planning in Linear logic, that dates back to the

90s [25], and was investigated in detail in the 2000s, see e.g. [8, 47].

In fact, AI planning is used as one of the iconic use-cases of

Linear logic [39]. The main idea behind using Linear logic for AI

planning is treating action descriptions as linear implications:

U : ∀G.% ⊸ &,

where % and & are given by tensor products of atoms: '1 (C1) ⊗
. . . ⊗ '= (C=). We could incorporate information about polarities

inside the predicates, as follows: '1 (C1, I1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ '= (C=, I=). Then,
the linear implication and the tensor products model the resource

semantics of PDDL rather elegantly.

The computational (Curry-Howard) interpretation of AI plans

was not the focus of study in the above mentioned approaches, yet

it plays a crucial rôle in the PCP logic, from design all the way to

implementation, verification and proof extraction (see Section 4).

AI Planning and (Linear) Logic Programming. The above

syntax also resembles linear logic programming Lolli, introduced

by Miller et al [22]. Lolli was applied in speech planning in [10].

Our previous work [45] in fact takes inspiration from Curry-

Howard interpretation of Prolog[15, 16]. In our previous work

and in general, logic programming does not work well with PDDL

negation. In PDDL, we have to work with essentially three-valued

logic: an atom may be declared to be absent or present in a

world. But if neither is declared, we assume a “not known” or

“either” situation. Logic programming usually uses the approach

of “negation-as-failure” that does not agree with this three-valued

semantics. A solution is to introduce polarities as terms, as shown

in the example above. This merits further investigation.

Curry-Howard view on Linear Logic. Curry-Howard seman-

tics of Linear logic also attracted attention of logicians first in the

90s [3], and then in the 2000s in connection with research into Lin-

ear Logical Frameworks [7, 44].

We conjecture that many results obtained in this paper could

be replicated in one of these systems. We plan to investigate this

approach in comparison with the PCP logic in the future. Gener-

ally speaking, the PCP logic can be seen as a domain specific lan-

guage for AI planning. It is simpler and less expressive than Linear

logic but makes up for it in simplicity and close correspondence to

PDDL syntax. Transformations between PDDL domain and prob-

lem descriptions to the PCP logic are straightforward since the

syntax is so similar. This enables us to automate the generation

of Agda proofs from PDDL plans. Notably, we have typing rules

for functions that are given directly by PDDL plans. Thus, we ver-

ify outputs of PDDL planners as given. This close correspondence

to the plans would be impossible in either of the above Curry-

Howard versions of Linear logic, where proof terms tend to be

much more complex. Pros and cons of domain specific versus gen-

eral approaches to verification of AI plans deserves further inves-

tigation.

We hope that the DSL nature of the PCP logic will pave the

way for its wider adoption as a practical verification tool for the AI

planning community. This is something that previously proposed

Linear logic approaches to AI planning did not achieve.

Modelling looping behaviour and non-termination in

AI planning. The design of this Agda prototype has revealed

several limitations in state-of-the-art implementations of planning

languages: e.g. their reliance on the closed word assumption and

formulae grounding and the absence of functions. We see the

potential of our method to overcome many of these limitations

thanks to our general dependently-typed set-up, in which the use

of functions, higher-order features, constraints and effect handling

will be much more natural than in the current implementations.

Other Future Work. One limitation of the PCP logic is that

it only works with a subset of the domains that can be expressed

in PDDL. To incorporate more of the PDDL syntax we want to

extend the system to reason about temporal (as well as concurrent)

planning.We believe that this extension can be naturally expressed

in our system due to related extensions in the resource logics.

From the theoretical point of view, we hope to achieve a deeper

understanding of the relation of the new PCP logic to the categor-

ical and coalgebraic semantics of other resource logics [41].

We plan to improve the performance of our system, to speed

up type checking, and make Agda proof generation more reliable

and practical. The former can be improved through the creation

of a frame minimising algorithm. The latter can be facilitated by

producing partial Agda proofs when the full proof generation is

too hard.

Interactive facilities of our tool also deserve future attention.

Generally, Agda allows holes to be left in a proof which a user

can use to interactively inspect the subgoal of the proof. In the

future we plan to update our proof generator to generate incom-

plete proofs so a user can inspect the proof goals that cannot be

solved.

Another possibility is to further explore the dependently-typed

aspects of our system as described in Section 4.2. This can include

extensions such as higher-order functions and universal formulae.
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